This monthly newsletter compiles information on the upcoming and last activities carried out by the EUIPO in the context of the EU-Funded IP projects implemented on behalf of the European Commission.

**IP Key Projects**

### IPKey China
- **past activities**
  - IP Key China Closing Event
  - Studies on China’s Patent System

### IPKey Latin America
- **past activities**
  - Workshop on non-traditional trade mark examination: new developments and exchanging views
- **upcoming activities**
  - 03-04 August: Conference promoting the accession to international Treaties (Madrid protocol and the Hague agreement)

**Other International IP Cooperation Projects**
ARISE + IPR
past activities
ARISE+ IPR joins the ASEAN-EU Cooperation Expo 2022

CARIPPI
past activities
CARIFORUM representatives participate in the IP Case Law Conference 2022
CarIPI IP cooperation workshop
New video published: The Trinidad and Tobago fine Cocoa Company

EUGIPP
past activities
Round-table discussion on creativity and IP in Georgian schools
Georgian representatives to participate in the IP Case Law Conference 2022
Stakeholder consultation with the private sector on enforcement guidelines and law amendments

AfriPI
past activities
AfriPI participates at the Global Perspectives on Geographical Indications Conference in France
Study and mentorship visits
Support for the ARIPO Patent Examination Training
Second meeting of the ARIPO sub-group of the ad hoc working group on GIs
AfriPI coordinated the African Session in the GI Conference in Montpellier, discussing innovative approaches

If you (or your institution) are interested in the implementation of these activities as experts please register in the Call of Expression of interest
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